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Anthony J. Wier, Elizabeth, N.J., assignor to Be
Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, New
York, N. Y., a corporation of New York

Application April 22, 1938, Serial No. 203,531
4 Claims. (CI. 175-307)
his invention relates to supports for electrical manner required. The conductor wires are usual
led up or down the frame to the various panels.
apparatus and more particularly to a frame type ly Since
a large number of wires is required to
Support for Such apparatus.
The Object of the invention is to provide a Sup

5

0.

porting structure for electrical apparatus parts
which will require a minimum amount of floor
space, which will support wires and other elec
trical apparatus parts in required positions and
SC that there will be no electrical interference
between closely associated apparatus parts and

provide the necessary conducting leads, it has
been common practice to bind adjacently run
ning wires together with cord to form in effect a
cable, the Wires being fanned out from this cable

arrangement as required to meet the various
panels. The binding of the wires together is com
monly known as sewing and considerable time is 10
Which will facilitate the running of wires to the required in Sewing the Wires together. Since the
various electrical apparatus parts and main wires are sewed together and form, in effect, a

bundle of wires it is difficult to find a required
A feature of the invention resides in supports Wire in a bundle When it, becomes necessary to
make changes or repairs. The sewed wire ar
15 ; for supporting panels of electrical apparatus.
Another feature resides in an electrical shield rangement has been justified, however, to prevent
the existence at the back of a frame of a mass
associated with Said SupportS.
tenance of the apparatus.

5

loose wiring.
Still other features reside in means for main of In
this invention due to the particular struc

taining Wires running within the Supports sepa

and arrangement of the support, the sewing 20
rated into required groups and in particular ar ture
the Wires is not required. The invention, there
rangements of apparatus parts all of which fea of
tures will be subsequently pointed out in the fore, provides for this reason economies in cost
of production and maintenance.
Specification.
It is well known that when wires are closely
In the drawings:
Fig. 1 is a view in perspective of a Single frame associated one with another in the form of a 25.
Support for apparatus parts and embodying cer bundle, certain inductance and capacitance ef
fects are often found present which interfere
tain features of the invention;
or prevent the proper functioning of the
Fig. 2 is a view in perspective of a portion of a With
post structure which forms part of the support System with which the Wires form a part. Care
has been required therefore in the grouping and 30
30 for the apparatus. The post structure is shown

20

in exploded form to more clearly reveal details
in the structure. This post structure is used in
a multiple frame. Support;
Fig. 3 is a view in perspective of the post struc

bundling together of the wires.
In this invention, means are provided in the

structure to minimize the inductance and capac
itance effects between rather closely associated
wires.
35
ture
shown
in
Fig.2
assembled
and
with
portions
35 of apparatus supported on the post and with con
It has been common practice in the mounting
of apparatus parts on a panel to rather indis
ductor Wires supported within the post;
Fig. 4 is a top plan view, partly in section, of criminately mount apparatus parts requiring fre
replacement and other parts requiring
two multiple frame structures arranged back to quent
practically no replacement on the same side of a 40
back;
and
40 Fig. 5 is an enlarged view of a portion of the panel and to have the necessary wiring inter
lower left portion of the structure shown in Fig. 4. connecting the apparatus parts located on the
The invention provides a supporting structure other side of the panel, the apparatus parts

mounted on the One side of the panel having ter
in terminal stations of carrier telephone minals projecting through the panel to the other 45.
45 instance
Systerns. In such systems it is common practice side (the wiring side). Panels supporting the
for electical apparatus parts such as are used for

apparatus parts and the interconnecting wiring
to arrange required electrical apparatus parts in are
supported in a suitable frame structure.
groups and to Support each group on a separate

Cabies leading to and from the panels are run
comprising spaced upright members. Conductor . up or down the back of the frame and are fanned 50
across the back of the panel. For instance,
wires are led to and from the panels and from Out
one panel to another to provide required elec in the arrangement above mentioned, the appa
trical connections between the apparatus parts ratus parts are mounted on the front of a panel
panel. The panels are Supported on a frame

30

and the terminals for the parts and the wiring
supported on the panels and so electrically con are
disposed on the back of the panel, the panel 55
nect the apparatus parts into the system in the

2
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2 extending parallel with the front wall por

being supported on a frame. This arrangement
makes it necessary to have access to both sides
of the frame in order that parts requiring re
piacement may be replaced. For instance, it has
been common practice to mount vacuum tubes
and fixed resistances and condensers on the front

tion 4 extending parallel with the side wall
the angle-bar and has an inwardly turned edge
and the necessary connecting wires located on portion S extending into alignment with the
the rear of the panel. In such arrangements in rear Wall portion 2 of the wall member 0.
of a panel and to have the terminals therefor

0

tion 8 of the angle-bar 7. A wall member 3
is set in spaced relation with the wall member
C. The wall member 3 has a side wall por
of the Wall member 0 and the Side wall 9 of

Order to replace a burned out tube or other ap
side Wall portion 4 of the wall member
paratus part that has become worn out or defec- . The
f3
extends
forwardly beyond the plane of the
tive, it becomes necessary to go to the front of front wall portion
8 of the angle-bar . Angle
the support to get at the part requiring replace brackets S are secured
at spaced points to the
ment and also to go to the rear of the Support inner surface of the forwardiy extending por
5 to get at the wiring. Since in order to make re tion
of the wall portion 4 of the wall member
quired replacements of apparatus parts it is nec 3. The
angle brackets is extend inwardly from
essary to have access to both the front and the the wall portion 4 and over a portion of the
rear of the Supporting Structure, aisles have been front wall 8 of the angle-bar 7 and are aper.

provided between frame structures. The aisles

20 between the frame structures are to a certain ex

tent
lost space since the space is only required in
making replacements of apparatus parts.

tured at this point to receive screws ' which
extend into tapped holes provided in the front
Wall portion 8 of the angle-bar 7. The angle
bracketS is serve to hold the forward portion
of the wall 4 spaced from the angle-bar T.
The in Wardly turned edge 5 of the Wall member
f3 and an edge portion of the rear wall 2 of
the wall member 8 are frictionally held in

0

15

20

In this invention all apparatuS parts requir
ing replacement from time to time are Sup
25 ported on the front of the panel, apparatus
25
parts not requiring replacement from time to
time but having a relatively long life are sup alignment by means of a clamp 8 comprising
ported on the back of the panel and all ter a long flat bar 9 and a half-round bar 20 which
minals for the parts and all interconnecting
30 Wires between the parts are located on the front are clamped about the aligned edges of the rear
Wall 2 and the inwardly turned edge 5 by
Of the panel. The cables leading to and from means of screws 2. The screws 2 are pro 30
the panels are led to and from the front of vided at spaced intervals along the clamp G

the panel. The frame, therefore, may be placed and extend through apertures provided in the

With its back portion against a wall or in back flat bar 9 and into tapped holes in the half
round bar 26. The shank portions of the screws 35
langement makes it unnecessary to provide an 24
pass between the aligned edge portions of
aisle Space at the back of a frame or between the rear Wall 2 and the side wall 3. It will be
the back portions of two frames. A consider Seen that a Substantially hollow post is cooper
able amount of floor space is therefore saved
formed by the angle-bar 7, the wall mem
When the apparatus and supporting frames are atively
ber 0, the wall member 3 and the brackets 6,

35 to back relation with another frame. This ar

40

arranged in the manner outlined in this in
Vention.

The particular arrangement of the parts on
each panel permits the location of wires between

aSSociated apparatus parts to be run on the same
Side of the panel as is occupied by the vacuuin
tubes. The heat generated by the vacuum tubes
is utilized to maintain a dry atmosphere in the
vicinity of the wiring between the parts sup
50 ported on the panel.
To further describe and point out in detail
the novel features above mentioned, reference
Will now be had to the drawings.
The structure shown in Fig. 1 is a single frame
55 comprising Spaced upright posts 2 and 3 held
in Spaced relation by means of a foot-rail struc
ture 4 and a top cross-bar 5. Panels indicated
45

60

75

to ground any stray capacitances developed in
Wires running within the hollow post structure.

The Wall ineraber 3 and the brackets 8 are
made Separable from the remaining portion of
the hollow post structure to facilitate the run

ning of Wires in the hollow post and to permit

the building on to the frame support of a simi
by a general number 6 and supporting various larly
frame Support, the arrange
electrical apparatus parts are supported on the ment constructed
and
manner
of attachment of which will
posts 2 and 3, the panels 6 extending trans

Versely between the posts and being located one
above another. The structure of the panels 6
and related parts and the general arrangement
of the electrical apparatus parts thereon will
65 be subsequently described.
The posts 2 and 3 are identical in structure
and comprise as shown in Fig. 5 an upright
70

but that the post structure is not completely

closed at all points at the front since the brackets
6 are provided only at spaced intervals. The
hollow post structure may be made of metal
parts constructed, as above described, or may
be made of other suitable material. One of the
parts at least and preferably the wall member
3 should be made of metal and suitably
grounded in an electrical sense to provide a
Connon electrical ground connection to take off

be subsequently described and which has pre
viously been referred to as a multiple frame

Support.

Each panel 6 comprises a panel board 22 and
a cover 23. The panel board 22 extends trans
Versely between the spaced upright post struc

tures of the frame i and is secured thereto by
means of Screws 24, the screws 24 passing
angle-bar 7 extending substantially the full through
suitable apertures in the panel board
length of the frame . The angle-bar 7 has a 22 and into
tapped holes provided in the angle
front wall portion 8 and a rearwardly extending bar 7. Electrical apparatus parts such, for in
side wall portion 9. Secured to the side wall 9 stance, as vacuum tubes 25 and other parts
and extending rearwardly thereof is a Wall mem requiring replacement from time to time are
ber 0. The wall member fo is L-shaped in mounted as shown in Fig. on the front face

Cross-section and comprises a side wall portion of the panel board 22. Manual controls for
and a rear wall portion 2, the Wall portion certain variable electrical devices may also be

60
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mounted on or extended to the front of the

3.

member 47 is drilled and tapped to accommodate

a bolt 48, having an enlarged male threaded end
on the shank portion. The threaded end 49
vices or the manual controls therefor are iden 49
the bolt 48 engages the nut 43 loosely Sup
tified by the number 26. Electrical apparatus on
ported in the arm. 39. When the bolts 48 are
parts such, for instance, as fixed condensers Screwed
the nuts 43 the cover is tightly held
and resistances and generally indicated by the in placeinto
against
the panel board 22. Since the
member 27 in Fig. 5 are mounted on the back nuts 43 are movably
supported in the arms 39 but
of the panel board 22. The terminals of the are maintained substantially
in line with the
parts 27 are extended through the panel board apertures in the arms 39, the bolts
48 will readily
22 and to the front face thereof so that all
the nuts 43 when the cover is being applied
Wiring between the parts mounted on the panel find
board 22 is located in front of the panel board 22. and the bolts 48 are turned. The cup-shaped
panel board 22. Such variable electrical de

O

in ember 47, as above mentioned, is drilled and
tapped in its base portion to receive the threaded
end 49 of the bolt 48. This arrangement permits S.
insertion of the bolt 48 in the cup-shaped
24 are brackets, 23 the particular structure of ready
member
4, but prevents accidental dislodgment
which may be Well seen in Fig. 3. The bracket of the bolt
8 from the cup-shaped member 47
28 as shown in this figure has triangular shaped When the bolt
is withdrawn from the nut 43.

Extending forwardly of the panel board 22 and

of the angle brackets 6 and secured to the front
15 face of the panel board 22 by means of the screws

upper and lower Wall members 29 and 30 and a

20. side

Wall 3. Foot portions 32 and 33 are pro
vided on the wall members 29 and 30, respec
tively, to engage the front face of the panel board
22 to which they are secured by means of the
Screws 24, the foot portions being suitably slotted
to receive the screws 24. A portion of the side
Wall 3 is cut out and bent inwardly to provide
a tab portion 34 to which is secured by means of
Screws 35 a bride ring 36. The bride ring 36
extends parallel with the panel board 22 and has
two Spaced ring portions adapted to receive a con
ductor Wire 3. One or both of the ring portions

25

When the bolt 48 is withdrawn from the nut 43

and the threaded end of the bolt is brought into
engagement With the tapped hole in the base of
the cup member 47 the bolt 48 may be used as a
handle to facilitate placement or removal of the
Cover. The brackets 28 in addition to serving as 25
Supporting means for the bridle rings 36 and as
Supporting means for the nuts 43 for holding the

cover 23 in place, also serve as guiding means for
the cover when the cover is being applied or re
noved. For instance, lateral and vertical move 30,
ments of the cover 23 are limited by the particular
and location of the brackets 28 so that
of the bridle ring 36 may be used to support the form
of apparatus parts mounted on the panel
Conductor Wire 37 according to the extent desired Striking
for projection of the conductor wire over the board 22 by the cover 23 is prevented. The 35.
35 front of the panel board 22, or as shown in Fig. 5 brackets 23 shown in Fig. 1 are of slightly less
than the Smaller covers. They can be
One ring portion may be utilized to inold one con Width
made
in
widths, however, for the larger
ductor wire 37 and the other ring portion a con Covers or larger
two brackets of the Smaller width may
ductor wire 38. A Small L-shaped arm 39 is se be provided
at each end of a panel board 22. On
cured by means of a rivet or screw 40 to the inner

face of the free end of the wall portion 3 of the
bracket 28. The arm 39 has an apertured flat
portion f extending parallel with the tab 34.
The apertured flat portion A is equipped with
lugs 42 extending toward the tab 34 and arranged
45. to form three sides of a square receptacle to re
ceive a nut 43. The lugs 42 are bent inwardly

40.

Over the nut 3 and in cooperation with the se
Cured portion of the arm 39 and the head of the

Fig. 3 for instance the bracket 28 is much nar 40s

rower than the panel board 22 and is applied to
the upper left corner of the panel board. In this
case another bracket 28 would be applied to the
lower left corner of the panel board and corre
Sponding brackets 28 would be applied to the right 45,
end of the panel board. This arrangement Would
take care of a cover of larger size such as shown
at 5 in Fig. 1. Four bolts 48 would be required
in this case to hold the cover in place, each of
50:
the bolts 48 entering a nut 43.
The postS 2 and 3 shown in Fig. 1 and con
Structed, as shown in Fig. 5, in addition to serv
ing as Supports for the panel boards 22 also serve
aS encloSures for wires leading to and from the
apparatus Supported on the panel boards 22.

rivet S loosely hold the nut 43 in place. The nut
43 nay move slightly in the square receptacle
provided by the parts mentioned but cannot fall
completely out of place by reason of the lugs 42
and the head of the rivet 4), also the nut 43 can
not turn completely around because the lugs 42
55 are Set too closely to the nut 43 to permit such Incoming wires 5 are led longitudinally of and
turning movement. The tapped hole in the nut Within the post 2 to required panel boards 22.
is maintained Substantially in register with the
At the position of the panel boards the wire is led
aperture in the arm. 39.
the open front portion of the post and
The bracket 28 and the nut and holding ar. through
between
the
walls 29 and 30 of the bracket 28 to
rangennent
thereon
above
described
are
provided
60
On each end of the panel board 22 and serve to the front of the panel board. Outgoing wires 52
hold a removable cover 23 in place over the appa are led longitudinally of and within the post 3

50.

the panel board 22. Some of the wires
ratus parts supported on the front face of the from
Carry higher potentials than the others and it is
bOX, open on one face and comprising a front advantageous to have the higher potential wires 65.
Wall 44, end walls 45 and upper and lower Walls Separated from those of lower potential. As
46. Secured to and extending inwardly of the shown in Fig. 5, for instance, the higher potential
front Wall 44 and in line with the arms 39 on the Wires 53 are arranged in a group in one corner
the post 2. The lower potential wires 54 are
brackets 28 are cup-shaped members 47 the bases of
Of Which are reduced in diameter to project loosely arranged in the remaining area of the 70,
through apertures in the front wall 44 of the post 2. in order to hold the higher potential wires
cover. The bases of the cup-shaped members 47 53 in the required corner of the post, 2 fingers 55
are spun over against the outer face of the front are provided at spaced intervals in the post. The
wall 44 of the cover 23 to hold the cup-shaped fingers 55 are made of material sufficiently flexible
members in place. The base of the cup-shaped to permit manual bending of the fingers, about a 5,
pare board 22. The cover 23 is in the form of a

70

60,

4.
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group of wires 53 but Sufficiently stiff, to retain
the form in which they are set. Rather soft Wire
or band iron, for instance, may be used for the
material of the fingers 55. The finger 55 is an
chored at one end to one arm of the angle-bar T
and is bent in an arc about the group of wires 53
and extends over to the rearwardly extending
end of the Wall 9 of the angle-bar 7. An opening
is provided in the anchored end of the finger 55
O to receive the screw and this end of the finger
is clamped by means of the Screw between the
bracket 6 and angle-bar of the post structure.
The reason for making the finger 55 of material

ering of insulating material is provided the metal
sleeves are ground connected through the post 2
in the same manner as the wires 54, and some
of them by way of the fingers 55. In Fig. 5 the
wire 3 is a portion of one of the wires 53 and

is shown as having an outer covering 56 of in
Sulating material, a metal sleeve 57, a common
ground Wire 58 and a pair of insulated conductor
Wires 59, the metal sleeve 57 surrounding the in

Sulated Wires 59 and being in contact with the O
Common ground Wire 58. The Wire 58 is elec

trically connected at 60 to a metal strap 6

sufficiently flexible to be manually bent to re

clamped by means of a screw 62 to the metal
panel board 22. The metal panel board 22 is in

wires within the post structure and to permit
ready access to the Wires confined in the corner
portion of the post when repairs or alterations
are required.
20, It will be seen that the posts 2 and 3 used in
the Supporting structure for the electrical appa
ratus Serve as enclosures for a large number of
Wires and that the Wires are loosely arranged in
the posts, that means are provided to hold one
25. group of wires separate from the other wires and
that no sewing of the wires is required.
As above mentioned, the Supporting structure
may be used to support electrical apparatus em
ployed in a carrier telephone system. In a sys
30 tem of this type the Wires 53 and 54 may com
prise insulated conductors surrounded by a metal
sleeve Serving as an electrical shield for the

held fast thereto by means of the screw 24.
The frame comprising the posts 2 and 3 as

s quired form is to facilitate the running of the

insulated Wires enclosed therein. In Some cases

metal sleeve may be enclosed in an outer
35 the
covering of insulating material. In other cases
the metal sleeve Inay be entirely bare. The metal
sleeve in some cases may bear against a common
ground wire running parallel with the conductor
wires enclosed in the sleeve along With the insul
lated conductor wires. ASSunning merely for the
purpose of illustration and not in a limiting sense
in connection. With this invention that Wires of

electrical connection with the post 2 since it is

5

above mentioned is a single frame and as pre
viously pointed out may be disposed with its back
portion against a Wall since all apparatus parts
requiring replacement or adjustment are disposed
in the front portion of the frame. In this struc

20

ture access may be had to the wires in the posts
2 and 3 by removing the wall 4 of the post
structure. Removal of the wall 4 may be ac

complished by first removing the covers 23 and
then loosening the screws 7 and 2. This will
permit Withdrawal of the wall 4 and the brack

etS 6 from the rest of the post structure. In
Such cases where it becomes necessary to bring
the Wires 53 out of the corner portion of the post
2 the finge's 55 may be manually straightened

25

30

to permit movement of the wires 53 from normal
position.

Fig. 4 shows a development of the single frame
above described into a multiple frame and the
arrangement of two multiple frames in back to
back relation to save floor space. Figs. 2 and 3

35.

are portions of the structure shown in Fig. 4.
Certain portions of the structure shown in Fig. 4 40
are identical With portions of the single frame
shown in Fig. 1; also certain portions of Figs. 3
and 5 are identical with portions of the single
frame structure and such portions have been de
Scribed in connection with the description of the 45
Single frame structure and with reference to
FigS. 3, 4 and 5 of the drawings.

the above-mentioned types are used in the ap
paratus and that the wires 54 have bare metal
sleeves enclosing insulated wires and that the
wires 53 have netal sleeves enclosing insulated
wires and a connon ground Wire bearing against
the metal Sleeve, the post 2 may be used as a
The multiple frame shown in Fig. 4 comprises
connoia ground conductor between the metal end
frames 63 and one or more intermediate
50. sleeves and a conductor connected to ground. frames 64 arranged side by side and coupled to
The loose arrangement of the wires 54 in the post gether through adjacent post structures. The 50
structure 2 results in a condition where the bare
sleeves of Some of the Wires are in contact With

the post 2 and the bare sleeves of Wires not in
contact with the post are in contact with the bare
sleeves of other wires in contact with the post 2.
That is to say that because the Wires 54 are not
drawn taut in their passage longitudinally of
and Within the post 2 but are loosely arranged
60 and have inherent curved portions which bring
them into contact with other wires at Some point
55

number of frame portions entering into the mull

tiple structure is unlimited except for floor space
available and the requirements of the electrical
System in which the frame is employed. The
ShoWing of One end frame 63, an intermediate
frame 64 and a portion of a second intermediate
frame 83 is sufficient, however, to an understand
ing of the invention. Each frame comprises
Spaced posts and panel boards extending trans 60
Versely between and connected to the spaced

or points and that some of the wires lie with their posts. The posts at the two ends of the multi
bare sleeves against the metal post 2 each sleeve ple frame are identical in structure with the
has either a direct or indirect electrical con
65 nection with the post 2. Assuming that the postS 2 and 3 of the single frame previously
That is to Say the post 2, shown in 65
post 2 is connected to a suitable ground the bare described.
Fig.
4,
is
identical
the post 2, shown in Fig.
metal sleeves of the conductors are ground con 1, and there Wouldwith
be
a
post 3 at the other end
nected to this ground by Way of the post 2. of the multiple frame shown
in Fig. 4 corre
Therefore, any stray capacitances occurring in sponding
to the post 3 in Fig. 1. The post 3 is
70. the mass of wires located in the post 2 are led not shown in Fig. 4 since this multiple frame, as
off to ground through the bare metal sleeves and above mentioned, may be developed to an in 70
the post structure. The wires 53 may have an definite extent and the invention can be clearly
Outer covering of insulating naterial. Over the understood. Without showing this part in the
metal sleeve or the sleeve may be devoid of any figure.
5. outer covering. In the case Where no Outer coy
Each end frame in the multiple frame struc- s
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5

an apertured foot portion 84 of a flexible
ture, as shown in Fig. 4, comprises an end post over
55 to clamp the foot portion 84 against the
Such as the post 2 and an inner post 66, the inner finger
post 66 serving as one of the posts for the end associated angle-bar. The plate 80 divides the

0

5

frame 63 and also as one of the posts of the inter
mediate frame 64.
.
Each intermediate frame comprises spaced
posts 68 and 67 and panel boards 22 extending
transversely between the posts 66 and 6 and
supported thereby. The posts 66 and 67 are iden
tical in structure and are constructed, as shown
in Figs. 4, 2 and 3, Figs. 2 and 3 being detail
showings of the post structure. Since the posts
86 and 67 are identical in structure, the descrip
tion of one will suffice for both. The post 66
comprises spaced upright angle-bars 68 and 69

which extend substantially the full length of the
intermediateframe. The angie-bar 68 has a front
Wall portion 0 and a rearwardly extending side
wall portion . Secured to the side wall Tf
20 and extending rear Wardly thereof is a Wall men
ber 72. The wall remoer 2 is L-shaped in

cross-section and comprises a side Wall portion
3 and a rear wall portion 74, the wall portion
74 extending parallel with the front, wall por
tion 78 of the angle-bar 63. The angle-bar 69
has a front wall portion 75 and a rearwardly
extending side wall portion 6. Secured to the
sidia wall and extending irearwardly thereof is

interior of the post 66 into two compartments
and when electrically connected to a suitable
ground serves as a common ground for metal

sleeves and metal sleeves and associated ground

Wires of Wires running within the compart
ments. The wires running within the compart
ments may be, for instance, as explained in con 0
nection with the single frame arrangement, in
stilated wires covered by a metal sleeve, the metal
sleeve in some cases being devoid of any outer
covering of insulating material and in other
cases covered by insulating material and having 15
a ground wire held in contact with the metal
sleeve.
in each compartment in the post 66 certain
wires required to be separated from the others
are held in one corner of the compartment by 20

means of the metal fingers 55, the fingers 55 being
anchored at one end to the angle-bars of the

post structure and being bent to hold the wires
in the required corner, portion of the post.
The plate 80 is made removable to permit ac 25
25
cess to be had to the wires in the post 66. In
order to maintain the wires in one compartment
separate from those in the other when the plaate
a Wall member . The Wall member
is L 86 is removed, guard members 85 are provided 30
at spaced points in the post. The guard mem
30 shaped in cross-section and comprises a side wall bers 85 are curved wire elements which extend
portion 78 and a rear wall portion 9, the wall substantially from back to front of the post 66
portion 79 extending parallel with the front wall at required points in the vicinity of the space
portion 75 of the angle-bar 69. The wall portions normally occupied by the plate 80. One end of
74 and 79 of the respective Wall members 2 and the guard 85 is forked at 86 to enter spaced aper 35
35 T. extend inwardly toward each other with their tures 87 provided in the rear Wall portion of the
inner edge portions in alignment. The aligned post, the apertures 8 being located adjacent
edges of the wall portions 4 and 79 of the re
spective Wall mambers 2 and are frictionally the space occupied by the bar 9 of the clamp
held in position by means of a clamp 8 com 8. The other end of the guard 85 is curved over 40
and a half-round bar 20 toward an angle bar and is provided with a single
40 prising a long flat bar
portion 88 to fit into an aperture 89 in the
Which are clan ped about the aligned edges of the pin
The guards 85 may be arranged in
wall portions is and 79 by means of screws 2. angle-bar.
The screws 2 are provided at Spaced intervals pairs or set in staggered formation along the
along the clamp 8 and extend through apertures length of the post 66, half of the number of
guards being disposed on one side of the plate 80 45
45 provided in the flat bar 9 and into tapped holes and the other half disposed on the other side.
in the half-round bar 2. The shank portions of One guard 85 for instance is set on One side of

the screWS 2 pass between the aligned edges of
plate 80 and has its forked end engaged in
the wall portions 74 and 79. It will be seen that the
87 provided in the back wall portion T4
a Substantially hollow post is cooperatively apertures
its pin portion 88 engaged in the aperture 50
formed by the angle-bars 68, 69 and the wall and
nerallers 2 and
When the Wall members 72 89 in the angle-bar 68. Another guard 85 is
on the opposite side of the plate 80 and
and are ciamped in position by means of the disposed
has its forked end engaged in apertures 87 in

clamp 8 but that the post structure is not com
pletely closed at the front,
A removable metal plate 8 is located within
the post structure 63 and extends longitudinally
through the central portion of the post 6 and in

the back Wall portion 79 and its pin portion 88
engaged in an aperture 89 in the angle-bar 69. 55
The guard 85 is made flexible to permit its being
sprung into place and held by spring tension
in
The aperture 89 in the angle-bar
parallel with the wall portions 73 and 78 of the 63 position.
is
not
in
direct
alignment with the location
respective Wall rhembers 72 and . The plate 89
of the apertures 87 but is offset therefrom due 60
is
held
in
position
by
means
of
angle
brackets
60
the difference in Width of the wall ) Of the
8 and 82 which are secured to the plate 80 and to
angle-bar
and the back Wall portion 4 of the
extend over from the plate 89 to the respective
angle-bars 68 and 69 and are secured in place wall member 12. The guard 85 does not extend
On the angle-bar structure by means of screws in a straight line from the apertures 87 to the 65
83. The angle bracket 8 extends perpendicu aperture 89 but takes a course substantially par
larly from one face of the plate 80 and has a allel with the plate 80 for the greater portion of
length of the guard and then bends toward
portion formed in its free end to hook over the the
the
angle-bar to a point of meeting with the
shank portion of a screw 83 Supported in the
angle-bar 68. The angle bracket 82 extends per aperture 89. The straight portion of the guard 85 70
70 pendicularly from the opposite face of the plate is made double the cross-sectional area of the
80 and is notched on its free end to receive the curved portion. So that when the guard is sprung
shank portion of a screw 83 supported in the over to meet the aperture 89 most of the bend
angle-bar 69. The angle brackets 8 and 82 are ing action is in the curved portion of the guard.
arranged in staggered formation on the plate 80 AS ShoWn in the drawings the guard 85 may be
made of two different lengths of wire extend 75
75 and the free end of each angle bracket extends
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ing in parallel relation through the central por
What is claimed is:

tions and being Secured together, the longer
length extending beyond the shorter one and
being curved and terminating in the pin portion
88. The tWO lengths of Wire are spread apart
at the end opposite to the pin portion 88 to
form the forked end 86. As shown in Fig. 4 one
guard 85 extends from the back portion of the
post from a point adjacent the left side of the
O clamp 8 and is sprung over to meet the angle
bar 68, the pin portion 88 being set in the aper
ture 89 shown in Fig. 2. Another guard 85 ex
tends from the back portion of the post from a
point adjacent the right side of the clamp 8
s

and is sprung over to meet the angle-bar 69.

With the guards 85 set in the positions indicated,
the wires running through the post will be main
tained separated into two main groups even
when the plate 80 is removed to gain access to
20 the wires in the post.

In the multiple frame above described, vacuum
tubes and other electrical apparatus parts requir
ing replacement from time to time are mounted
on the front face of the panel boards 22. Other
25 electrical apparatus parts Such, for instance, as
fixed resistances and condensers and not requir
ing replacement except on very rare occasions are
mounted on the back face of the panel boards 22.
The multiple frame structure, therefore, may be
30 placed with the back portion against a wall of a
building or may be placed back to back with an

other multiple frame, as shown in Fig. 4, to save
floor space. Wires leading to and from the panel
boards are led through the hollow post structures.
35 Incoming
Wires to the panel boards in the end
frame 63 are led through the post 2. Outgoing
wires from the end frame 63 are led through the
left-hand portion of the post 66. Incoming wires
to the intermediate frame 64 are led through the
right-hand portion of the post 66. Outgoing wires
from the intermediate frame 64 are led through
the left-hand portion of the post 67.
All local wiring for each panel extends across
the front face of the panel boards. Since covers
are applied over the front faces of the panel
boards, the heat generated by the Vacuum tubes
is maintained in the vicinity of the Wiring to keep
the wires dry.

1. In a frame for supporting panels of electri

cal apparatus a hollow post comprising an angle
bar, a wall member L-shaped in cross-section at
tached to said angle-bar and extending rear
wardly thereof, a second wall member Spaced
from said first-mentioned wall member and hav
ing an edge portion aligned with an edge portion
of said first Wall member and a clamp engaging
the aligned edge portions of said wall members, O
said clamp comprising two rods arranged paral
lel to each other and screws engaging Said rods.
2. In a frame for supporting panels of electri
cal apparatus, a post structure comprising Spaced
side walls, a rear wall portion extending angul 5
larly from one of said side walls, an edge portion
on the other side wall, said edge portion extend
ing angularly from the side wall into alignment
with said rear wall portion, a clamp frictionally
holding said edge and said rear wall portion in 20
aligned position and said clamp comprising a flat
bar and a half-round bar and screWS engaging
said bars to hold said bars clamped about the

aligned edge and rear Wall portions.
3. In a frame for Supporting panels of electrical 25
apparatus a hollow post comprising spaced L
shaped Wall members arranged to cooperatively
form two spaced walls and two aligned Spaced
rear wall portions and a clamp engaging Said Wall
members and holding the rear wall portions in 30
aligned position and completing the rear Wall
portion of the structure.
4. In a suppoit for electrical apparatus, end
frames and an intermediate frame disposed in
endwise aligninent and comprising panel boards '3. 5

supporting eiectrical apparatus parts, Spaced hol
low posts supporting said panel boards and join
ing said end frames to said intermediate frame
and each of said hollow posts comprising Wall
members L-shaped in cross-section, a clamp fric

tionally holding edge portions of said Wall nem
bers in alignment to form a back wall of said post,
a plate extending longitudinally of and within the
central portion of said post and brackets attached
to said plate and removably attached to Said Wall
members.

ANTHONY J. WIER.
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